Field Hockey clinches MASCAC Task Force meets to discuss Homecoming

By Ed Ward Comment

A special meeting of the Bridgewater Task Force was held October 26 at 11:00 a.m. in the Campus Center to review the activities of Homecoming weekend and present discussion proposals. At the meeting, the Campus Services and the director of the Campus Center can provide permission for such activities in order to reduce the costs associated with this project.
Aviation majors meet to air problems

By Evan S. - The Comment

When the floor was opened up during the meeting, which had been called to discuss the proposed reduction in flight operations, by the airline industry, a student in the audience suggested that a greater problem than that of the number of flights per week was whether there was enough room for the students to do their work. The student added that the proposed reduction in flight operations would also affect the students who were working in the control tower and in the maintenance area. The student also suggested that perhaps the problem was not as serious as it seemed to be.

The student also added that the proposed reduction in flight operations would also affect the students who were working in the control tower and in the maintenance area. The student also suggested that perhaps the problem was not as serious as it seemed to be.

Presidential candidate visits Bridgewater

By Jonathon Poole - The Comment

One candidate visits Bridgewater College on October 21 to coincide with National collegiate Alcohol Awareness week. The candidate, who was not identified, attended a meeting at 7 p.m. in the Main Center, in the Foyer. Further information can be obtained from Dr. Samuel M. K. M. 607-695-1325.

Correction

The comment about the policy on student worker performance was incorrect. The policy states that student workers are required to complete the minimum number of hours that they are scheduled to work. The policy also states that if a student worker is late or absent for three consecutive days, they will be fired. The policy also states that if a student worker is late or absent for three consecutive days, they will be fired.

Counseling Psychology

The comment about the counseling psychology program was incorrect. The program is not accredited by the American Psychological Association or the National Council of Schools of Psychology.

Food service starts new computerized meal ticket system

By Brian Hayes - The Comment

The new computerized meal ticket system is finally in place and working at all the dining facilities on the Bridgewater State College campus.

The system, which was not supposed to be ready by the end of the week, began to explain the roles that he believed a college president must play. "I believe that a college president must be a leader, a spokesperson, and a representative of the institution and employer."

As part of his concluding remarks, he announced, "I'm a student of Harry Truman. He was a man who knew all the problems we have today."

Dr. Warren said, "You're not going to live forever."

Open House to be Held

Bridgewater State College will hold its annual Open House on Friday, October 21. The event will feature tours of the college's facilities, as well as a chance to meet with faculty and staff. The event is open to the public from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The college is located at 180 Main Street, Bridgewater, MA 02302.

Thought for the Week

"Those who dream by day are cognizant of many ideas and concepts which escape those who dream only by night."

- Edgar Allan Poe

Task force looks at alcohol policy

By Eric T. - The Comment

It was suggested that the alcohol policy be more comprehensively enforced and that the college could work with the town of Bridgewater to ensure compliance.

A meeting was held to discuss the new policy. The meeting was attended by representatives from the college, the town, and the surrounding area. The meeting was well attended, with approximately 50 people in attendance. The meeting was led by Dr. Samuel M. K. M. 607-695-1325.

...and winds can cause planes to be grounded. And sometimes, when there is a problem but it is not able to help contact people, it can be a problem. Dineen appreciated the suggestion when the floor was opened up during the meeting, which had been called to discuss the proposed reduction in flight operations, by the airline industry. The student added that the proposed reduction in flight operations would also affect the students who were working in the control tower and in the maintenance area. The student also suggested that perhaps the problem was not as serious as it seemed to be.
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As part of his concluding remarks, he announced, "I'm a student of Harry Truman. He was a man who knew all the problems we have today."

Dr. Warren said, "You're not going to live forever."
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Task force looks at alcohol policy

By Eric T. - The Comment

It was suggested that the alcohol policy be more comprehensively enforced and that the college could work with the town of Bridgewater to ensure compliance.

A meeting was held to discuss the new policy. The meeting was attended by representatives from the college, the town, and the surrounding area. The meeting was well attended, with approximately 50 people in attendance. The meeting was led by Dr. Samuel M. K. M. 607-695-1325.
Aviation majors meet to air problems

By Ken Myers

Student groups came together to discuss issues of concern regarding the flight program in a meeting on Thursday, November 8, 1988.

The meeting was called by the Aviation Student Council (ASC) to address issues such as the lack of flight instructors, the high cost of flying, and the flight facilities.

One of the main concerns was the shortage of flight instructors. The ASC expressed the need for more instructors to accommodate the increasing number of students interested in aviation.

The high cost of flying was another concern. The ASC highlighted the cost of rent, insurance, and maintenance, which they felt were too high.

The flight facilities were also discussed. The ASC expressed the need for better facilities, including a hangar and more space for aircraft.

The meeting concluded with a call for action. The ASC encouraged students to contact their representatives and local government officials to address these issues.

Presidential candidate visits Bridgewater

By Christine Jones

Acting-President of James Madison University in Virginia during 1986-87, he began the speech by noting that he believed a college president must play the "president's role" to promote a "shared vision," a term he used to identify how to make everyone feel like they were part of the institution.

The campus must also be open, he added. "The campus is a reflection of the people who live here."

Reagan also emphasized the need to continue the process of change.

Correction

The comment about "the new president that the trustees are going to appoint" should be replaced with "the new president that the trustees are going to appoint is..."

Counseling Psychology

By Ken Myers

The counseling psychology program is intended to prepare students for graduate study in counseling psychology. Students are expected to complete a major in psychology, which includes 20 hours of coursework in psychology and a minor in counseling.

The program consists of 36 hours, including 18 hours of required courses and 18 hours of electives. The required courses include Introduction to Counseling, Counseling Theory and Practice, Group Counseling, and Career Counseling.

The electives may be selected from a list of approved courses, which includes topics such as Multicultural Counseling, Addictions Counseling, and Sport Psychology.

Food service starts new computerized meal ticket system

By Bryan Hayes

The new computerized meal ticket system is currently in place and working at all dining facilities.

The system, which was supposed to be implemented in early October, was delayed due to a "software problem." The system was finally implemented on October 24, the first week of classes.

The new system allows students to purchase meal tickets online and print them out for use in the dining facilities.

The system is expected to be fully operational by the end of the semester.
**Letters**

**SSAM President strikes at Jenifer’s pay raise**

To the Editor:

Recently, the Massachusetts Board of Regents for Higher Education granted a pay raise to the Chancellor of the Public Higher Education, Frankly N. Jenifer. This policy is unfair and wrong. Mr. Jenifer’s pay raise is not in itself to the students, faculty, and administration in the Massachusetts Public Higher Education systems. The raise comes at a time when students have been faced by a 15% increase in tuition, and emergency fees have been added at various institutions to compensate for insufficient budgets. Many of the presidents have been terminated, their bookstores closed, and some have been put into effect because of the lack of funds in Massachusetts so a fiscal crisis.

Stacey

**Athletic trainers get thanks from soccer player**

To the Editor:

I would like to say thank you to the athletic training staff and everyone who helped with the season. Saturday, October 14, I was especially happy to my thanks to Kris Konopka, Tom Carey, and Chris Jonas. Upon arrival at Brockton, I was informed that I would be substituted for another with such a game. They are only a few men of an excellent and outstanding staff at Bridgewater State College. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laura Green

**Bronco Billy** plays hardball with students

To the Editor:

I wonder if this new version of enforcement of the parking rules is some form of "payback" for some overdetermined personal affronts caused by a majority of student drivers. If so, the "payback" is to the wrong people as community residents outnumber students by a majority of three to one. Wherein the masses I am an a bias to find logic in this situation other than "playing hardball.

Is there a solution? What if there were no parking spaces in front of most buildings? What if the fines were doubled or tripled for those who are casual about this "new policy"? This is only one potential solution. Shouldn’t maximum efforts be made to eliminate the anti-social atmosphere that is new? To use our school means "No To Be Misunderstood (Due To Misunderstanding), we can negotiate the law for the majority. bronco Billy’s salaries can be put to better use!

Robert W. Lawson

**Viewpoint**

**The need to reconcile a myriad of viewpoints**

Does the Town of Bridgewater disagree with Bridgewater State College? This is admirable, a simplistic question that deserves to be asked. But, by the same token, it can also be asked if Bridgewater State College respects the Town of Bridgewater?

Students have many grievances with what the students consider deliberate, malicious sanctions placed upon them and complaints set upon them by the people of Town of Bridgewater. They complain about so many parking problems from the prices charged by local merchants to the seemingly arbitrary and unfair enforcement of parking regulations.

The townspeople have their grievances also. Many consider the stereotyping students as students as "irresponsible, impose on this campus, nor is it to their college careers before anything else. They can be treated like adults. They can not get along with behavior..."

Only a fool would believe this will be an easy process, because it won’t be. It will take years and most students will have finished school and moved out before anything even resembling mutual respect starts to emerge.

Perhaps this is a foolish dream? Of course not! There are always alternatives! Do we all want to create more bitterness and coldness between the students and townspeople or would we rather contribute something better and more substantial than that which we now possess to future generations of BSC students?

Everyone should prefer to create a new community based on freedom and respect. Otherwise, we deny ourselves the best opportunities, as states the Student Handbook (Our own lives) and to make a lasting contribution to the life of the college.

Due to surrounding circumstances Chuck Clark, our newly elected president, will be unable to carry out his term in office. Therefore, Bob Patriquin will be acting president for the remainders of our year.

With the help of our co-advisors, Patty Freeman and Bryan King, we hope to make this year a memorable for the Class of 1991.

Thank you,

The Officers of the Class of 1991

**A letter to the Class of 1991**

Officers want to continue that "sense of unity"

**The Comment**

**The Comment**

**Letters**

**Athletic trainers get thanks from soccer player**

To the Editor:

I would like to say thank you to the athletic training staff and everyone who helped with the season. Saturday, October 14, I was especially happy to my thanks to Kris Konopka, Tom Carey, and Chris Jonas. Upon arrival at Brockton, I was informed that I would be substituted for another with such a game. They are only a few men of an excellent and outstanding staff at Bridgewater State College. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie Green

**Bronco Billy** plays hardball with students

To the Editor:

I wonder if this new version of enforcement of the parking rules is some form of "payback" for some overdetermined personal affronts caused by a majority of student drivers. If so, the "payback" is to the wrong people as community residents outnumber students by a majority of three to one. Wherein the masses I am an a bias to find logic in this situation other than "playing hardball.

Is there a solution? What if there were no parking spaces in front of most buildings? What if the fines were doubled or tripled for those who are casual about this "new policy"? This is only one potential solution. Shouldn’t maximum efforts be made to eliminate the anti-social atmosphere that is new? To use our school means "No To Be Misunderstood (Due To Misunderstanding), we can negotiate the law for the majority. bronco Billy’s salaries can be put to better use!

Robert W. Lawson

**SSAM President strikes at Jenifer’s pay raise**

To the Editor:

Recently, the Massachusetts Board of Regents for Higher Education granted a pay raise to the Chancellor of the Public Higher Education, Frankly N. Jenifer. This policy is unfair and wrong. Mr. Jenifer’s pay raise is not in itself to the students, faculty, and administration in the Massachusetts Public Higher Education systems. The raise comes at a time when students have been faced by a 15% increase in tuition, and emergency fees have been added at various institutions to compensate for insufficient budgets. Many of the presidents have been terminated, their bookstores closed, and some have been put into effect because of the lack of funds in Massachusetts so a fiscal crisis.

Stacey

**Athletic trainers get thanks from soccer player**

To the Editor:

I would like to say thank you to the athletic training staff and everyone who helped with the season. Saturday, October 14, I was especially happy to my thanks to Kris Konopka, Tom Carey, and Chris Jonas. Upon arrival at Brockton, I was informed that I would be substituted for another with such a game. They are only a few men of an excellent and outstanding staff at Bridgewater State College. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Laurie Green

**Bronco Billy** plays hardball with students

To the Editor:

I wonder if this new version of enforcement of the parking rules is some form of "payback" for some overdetermined personal affronts caused by a majority of student drivers. If so, the "payback" is to the wrong people as community residents outnumber students by a majority of three to one. Wherein the masses I am an a bias to find logic in this situation other than "playing hardball.

Is there a solution? What if there were no parking spaces in front of most buildings? What if the fines were doubled or tripled for those who are casual about this "new policy"? This is only one potential solution. Shouldn’t maximum efforts be made to eliminate the anti-social atmosphere that is new? To use our school means "No To Be Misunderstood (Due To Misunderstanding), we can negotiate the law for the majority. bronco Billy’s salaries can be put to better use!

Robert W. Lawson

**SSAM President strikes at Jenifer’s pay raise**

To the Editor:

Recently, the Massachusetts Board of Regents for Higher Education granted a pay raise to the Chancellor of the Public Higher Education, Frankly N. Jenifer. This policy is unfair and wrong. Mr. Jenifer’s pay raise is not in itself to the students, faculty, and administration in the Massachusetts Public Higher Education systems. The raise comes at a time when students have been faced by a 15% increase in tuition, and emergency fees have been added at various institutions to compensate for insufficient budgets. Many of the presidents have been terminated, their bookstores closed, and some have been put into effect because of the lack of funds in Massachusetts so a fiscal crisis.

Stacey
A letter to the Class of 1991

Pipes, Richard, President
Boys and Girls Club of Brockton

Dear Class of 1991,

Welcome back to another year at Bridgewater State College. We are all looking forward to another exciting year and it is imperative that we keep our sense of unity within the class. With this unity comes the challenge of working together and meeting new and different people, as well as bridging the gap between the students and the community.

As most of you should know, the newly elected officers of the Class of 1991 are . . .

P.S. Our first event of the year is the Patriots vs Seattle Seahawks on December 4. If you would like to join us, please contact us at 697-1200.

Thank you,
The Officers of the Class of 1991

---

SSAM President strikes at Jenifer’s pay raise

To the Editor:

Recently, the Massachusetts Board of Regents for Higher Education granted a pay raise to the Chancellor of Public Higher Education, Franklyn G. Jenifer. This policy is unfair and wrong. Mr. Jenifer’s pay raise is not in response to the students, faculty, or administration in the Massachusetts Public Higher Education System.

The raise comes at a time when students have been forced to pay 8.5% increase in their tuition, and emergency fees have been added at various institutions to support sufficient budget. Many private professors have been terminated, their courses dropped, and hiring freezes have been put into effect because of the lack of funds in Massachusetts fac a fiscal crisis.

Robert W. Lemmon

---

Bronco Billy plays hardball with students

To the Editor:

I wonder if this new wriggling of the parking rules is some type of "payback" for some unrelated personal affront caused by a majority of students. It is the "payback" he is trying to get to the wrong people as common students outnumber students by at least three to one. Wherein the fairest, I am at a loss to find logic in this situation other than "playing hardball." Is there a solution? What if there were an attorney parking in front of most buildings? What if the fines were doubled or tripled for those who are certain to be in this "new" policy? This is only one potential solution. Shouldn't maximum effort be made to eliminate the unreasonable situation that now exists? In using the Pine Street tradition to the homeless, and we certainly take this approach. Mr. Jenifer’s pay raise was one of the first few examples of the kind.

Robert W. Lemmon

---

The Comment

The Comment is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper serving the academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial Policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in consultation with the Executive Board. Reproduction of any material contained herein is prohibited without the expressed written permission of the author and the Editor. The Student Handbook (which is available in all student offices and on line) contains the complete Board of Regents realization that the public higher education system is undergoing a difficult financial period. That accessibility will never be achieved if they continue to spend our money on exorbitant pay raises for high ranking administrators. The Chancellor’s pay raise is a clear example of this.

Robert E. Ring

---

Letters

To the Editor:

"Bronco Billy" plays hardball with students

Has anyone seen Bronco Billy lately? He is a man dressed in dark blue, driving closely by my vehicle. He has become a Darth Vader who is destined to be a master of Bridgewater if its financial situation is such that it must put a little more effort into eliminating the overall parking violation problem. It is possible to have some cooperation from local officials.

Robert W. Lemmon

---

SSAM President strikes at Jenifer’s pay raise

I wonder if this new wriggling of the parking rules is some type of "payback" for some unrelated personal affront caused by a majority of students. It is the "payback" he is trying to get to the wrong people as common students outnumber students by at least three to one. Wherein the fairest, I am at a loss to find logic in this situation other than "playing hardball." Is there a solution? What if there were an attorney parking in front of most buildings? What if the fines were doubled or tripled for those who are certain to be in this "new" policy? This is only one potential solution. Shouldn’t maximum effort be made to eliminate the unreasonable situation that now exists? In using the Pine Street tradition to the homeless, and we certainly take this approach. Mr. Jenifer’s pay raise was one of the first few examples of the kind.

Robert W. Lemmon

---

The Comment

The Comment is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper serving the academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial Policy is determined by the Editor-in-Chief in consultation with the Executive Board. Reproduction of any material contained herein is prohibited without the expressed written permission of the author and the Editor. The Student Handbook (which is available in all student offices and on line) contains the complete Board of Regents realization that the public higher education system is undergoing a difficult financial period.

Robert E. Ring

---

Athletic trainers get thanks from soccer player

To the Editor:

I would like to extend my thanks to the athletic training staff and everyone who helped with the incident on Saturday, October 15. I would especially like to thank you to Ken Elkins, Tom Carey, and Chris Joyce. Upon arrival at Brockton Hospital, the three were immediately available to attend to me, as needed. They are only a few of many individuals who are dedicated to the well being of students at Bridgewater State College.

Thank you,

Ralph W. Lowman
We deserve a better answer, don’t we?

Omnibus
By Brian Hayes

Continued ...

I was mistaking an issue that I thought should be addressed. When there is a problem, students and others write into the columns which concern this issue and make it known to the public. This is what I did. Since this column, I have received many letters from people who did not know there was a problem and others who said they will look into any problems.

Therefore, this option did sound good. With every opinion, there will be those people who agree and disagree. But, it is better to have unhappy people then a problem go unnoticed.

By Caplin Andrews

Comment staff

Don’t miss Penn and Teller in Boston
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Music Awards. They had a PBS special, Penn and Teller Go China. Spent 20 minutes a day--Every award and the interna-
tional Grammy and Academy Awards in the year of their show. Teller is a magician who is a master of misdirection and works with Penn, the comic. Teller’s biggest trick is his ability to make you think you are in control of a situation, but in reality, you are not.

Don’t miss Penn and Teller when they hit the road this fall and winter. A couple of upcoming dates are: November 12, Royce Hall, Los Angeles; November 15, The Civic, San Francisco; November 20, The Aragon, Santa Monica; November 22, The Warfield, San Francisco; and November 30, The Paramount, Seattle. For more information, call your local newspaper’s entertainment section or visit their web site at PennandTeller.com.

Be prepared, snowfall is closer than you think

By John R. Burns

Comment

New England winter. come as close to that condition as it was this past week, I couldn’t help but feel somewhat surprised. The past week, I couldn’t help but feel somewhat surprised.

By Bryon Hayes

Comment

We all deserve better, don’t we?

I was raised in a family where the only light in the bathroom was a fluorescent light and the only light in the kitchen was the light from the refrigerator. We had to rely on candles to light our way.

By John R. Burns

Comment staff

There are other places, too, where the elements of competition are not as clear. In some cases, there are no clear winners or losers. In others, the outcomes are not as clear.

By Caplin Andrews

Comment staff

Now that the weather is turning colder, it is time to think about the winter safety of that structure. The winter safety of that structure.

By John R. Burns

Comment

The footbridge was kept pretty clear by some good Samaritans who cleared the snow, mostly, in the number of people who could be seen walking on the snow. The footbridge was kept pretty clear by some good Samaritans who cleared the snow, mostly, in the number of people who could be seen walking on the snow.

By John R. Burns

Comment

I realize that there are several people involved in getting the pathways and parking lots on campus cleared to bare ground, but the effort needed to make them clear is not as clear. There were several people involved in getting the pathways and parking lots on campus cleared to bare ground, but the effort needed to make them clear is not as clear.

By Caplin Andrews

Comment staff

The fact that there are fifty (52) DIRECT NUMBERS is one of the best forms of research.

By John R. Burns

Comment

I was raising an issue that I thought should be addressed. When there is a problem, students and others write into the columns which concern this issue and make it known to the public. This is what I did. Since this column, I have received many letters from people who did not know there was a problem and others who said they will look into any problems.

Therefore, this option did sound good. With every opinion, there will be those people who agree and disagree. But, it is better to have unhappy people then a problem go unnoticed.

By Caplin Andrews

Comment staff

A cure for the midwinter blues is spending the evening at Boston’s Colonial Theatre watching the show Penn and Teller. Penn and Teller are a unique duo that are comedians and magicians. They make you laugh through their antics and their attitude, but their style is unique. It is not a fan-filmed video.

Penn and Teller are renowned for their clever tricks and dangerous acts. The Duo has won over the past three years, and probably will remain together for a long time. They have been on television for many years, and probably will remain together for a long time.

The show was won the first time, and was sold out for 25 months.

Penn and Teller have been on the road for nearly two years now, and the show is still going strong.

One highlight of the show was the audience call to action by Penn, who pulled an audience member on stage and told him to do something. The audience member performed an impressive trick, which was exciting.

By John R. Burns

Comment

Penn and Teller’s style with the audience is that of a sideshow, and it is the typical look and act. At the close of the Penn and Teller show, the audience was left with a feeling of adrenaline and excitement.

By John R. Burns

Comment

Penn and Teller’s show is very much worth seeing, and makes for an enjoyable evening. Catch their show at the Colonial Theatre between now and November 13.

The show runs Tuesday-Saturday at 8:00 p.m. and Wednesday at 3:00 p.m. Tickets range in price from $20 to $30, depending on the day and place of performance.

Tickets will be purchased at the Colonial Theatre box office or by calling (617) 312-4343 or 312-4344. For more information call the Colonial Theatre at 312-4343 or visit their web site at PennandTeller.com. They are at The Theatre at Boston University, MA 02215.
We deserve a better answer, don’t we? 

Omnibus

By Ronn Hayes 
Committee staff

Apparently, many people missed the point of this column, which appeared in the October 6 issue. Hopefully, this will clear up any confusion.

Point one: When I said I would address Chief Graces’s reply, which appeared last issue, it was not as an “answer” as it was wrongly misnamed it, but an opinion. My opinion. How can

Be prepared, snowfall is closer than you think

Contendere

By John B. Rams Committee staff

As we all enjoy the pleasant, if slightly chilly, autumn weather, we shouldn’t forget the cold that is coming to the area.

The snowfall is expected to begin early in the month, and the area can expect up to 20 inches of snow by the end of the month. This will be a significant amount of snow, and we should be prepared.

Please ensure that your vehicles have winter tires and that your homes are well-insulated. It is also important to check on your neighbors who may be at risk for cold weather.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Campus Conversation

By Bob Willie

How do you feel about the problems surrounding weekend break?

“I think they are overreacting and are causing more problems than being solved,” said President John B. Rams.

“I think the administration is making things worse, not better,” said another student.

“I feel like they need to take a break and focus on the bigger picture,” said another.
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“I think the administration is making things worse, not better,” said another student.

“I feel like they need to take a break and focus on the bigger picture,” said another.
Calendar of events

Catholic Center

The Peer Ministry of the Catholic Center started its HOT LINE again on Thursday evening of last week. Initiated during the Catholic Center's "counseling" program, but a listening LINE was set up during the Catholic Center's "Hotline" (HOT) Ministry of the Peer Ministry group to continue the programs this year. The HOT LINE is on call for support, help, and a place to talk about issues. Last year's HOT LINE received four calls during the six weeks, but the type of call prompted the Peer Ministry group to continue the program this year. The HOT LINE is available on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings from 10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

Dick Gregory to lecture at S.C.C.

Dick Gregory is a man who has gained fame as a comedian and is today a human rights activist, social satirist, author, lecturer, recording artist, actor, philosopher and political activist. He overcomes these roles to serve the cause of human liberation and the power of laughter. Dick Gregory will be at Bridgewater State College on November 2, 1988 at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center Ballroom free with S.C.C. ID, $2 for Community. This is sponsored by Campus Center Program Committee.

BLOOM COUNTY

The third annual Monster Mash Dance will begin at 6:30 p.m. in front of the Campus Center Program Committee. Dirt must be no later than 4:00 p.m. Please be prepared for monstrous costumes, most numerous costumes, best group costume and, most original costume. Groups consist of more than ten people. This is sponsored by the C.C. Program Committee.

Ensemble Theatre

Ensemble Theatre is offering tickets to Trinity Repertory Company Providence in Providence at the amazingly low price of $2. Tickets are available for The Boys Next Door on Sunday, December 4, at 2:00 p.m., and A Christmas Carol Saturday, December 11, at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday, December 12, at 7:30 p.m. Transportation to Providence will be provided.

On November 12, the Ensemble Theatre is going on a day trip to New York City. There will be a free space left at $31.50 a seat. For more information, come to the Ensemble Theatre box office on November 10, at 3:00 p.m. in the Green Room, or go to the E.T. office in the basement of the Campus Center Building and leave a message for Lyn in the E.T. mailbox in the Communications Office. Tickets for Grease: the '50s Rock and Roll Musical are now available. Tickets are $3.00 for the ECC community and $3.50 for the general public. Tickets are on reserved seating. Tickets are on sale at the box office or in front of the bookstore.

Halloween

The Campus Center Program Committee is sponsoring the Masquerade Ball in the Campus Center Ballroom. The band is Sally and the Sophisticates. The band will begin at 8:30 p.m., and there is no admission charge. The Campus Center Program Committee is sponsoring the hot dance tunes of the '70s. Tickets are $3.00 for Trinity students, $4.00 for non-Trinity students with I.D. There will be pumk.in decorating and Elvira's mistress of the dark costume contest. Elvira's mistress of the dark costume contest. (Groups consist of more than ten people. This is sponsored by the Campus Center Program Committee.

Haunting Reviews

The making of Halloween IV is that we never do know why Michael was so desperate to kill Laurie in the recent two Halloween films (forget part III). Why is he after her now? Was he too terrorized in part II? Why is he after her now? Was he too terrorized in part II? Was he too terrorized in part II? Was he too terrorized in part II? Was he too terrorized in part II? Is that what frightens him? Or just what he wants to do? The only thing that is certain is that Michael Myers is a monster who scares people. Elvira's mistress of the dark costume contest. (Groups consist of more than ten people. This is sponsored by the Campus Center Program Committee.

Grease

This year, with the new UPS tuition reimbursement program, you can take a big chunk out of your college costs with a part-time package handlers job. Eligible shifts for our plan in our Norwalk facility are: 10:30 a.m. - 2:30 a.m. (approximately) 4:00 a.m. - 6:00 a.m. (approximately) UPS Package Handlers make $8-9 an hour to start, and there's no experience necessary! There's lots more juicy benefits too, like steady, part-time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule, full-time benefits for part-time work, chances to advance to a part-time supervisor position before graduation and the opportunity to get paid to shape up. Start harvesting the UPS fruits today with our $200 per semester (up to $400 per semester) tuition reimbursement benefits. But act fast. You must be hired before our November 17 deadline to be eligible for this semester's reimbursement program.

For more information call us at (617) 762-9911 or contact your employer's local UPS office. UPS... for Unlimited Potential!
Catholic Center

The Peur of the Catholic Center started in HOT LINES again on Thursday evening of last week. Initiated during the final week of school last year, the HOT LINES was set up as a peer support opportunity. The HOT LINES is not a "counseling" program, but a listening post. The workers who participate in the HOT LINES have been trained to offer a moment, an "ear," and a possible referral for a number of emergencies and issues. Last year, HOT LINES received four calls during the six weeks, but the type of calls prompted the Peur of the Catholic Center group to continue the program this year. The HOT LINES is available on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings from 10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. The number is 675-2202. During the coming weeks, publicity will include the distribution of business cards with the HOT LINES number on it. The Catholic Center hopes that people will encourage friends to call or refer anyone interested or in need of a listening ear, trying to help on the HOT LINES this year, please contact Father Belote or Sister Jo-Anne.

Lecture

Dick Gregory to lecture at S.C.B.

Dick Gregory, a man who has gained fans as a comedian and is today a human rights activist, social satirist, author, lecturer, recording artist, actor, philanthropist, and political activist. He combines these roles to avoid the cause of human liberation and the society that created him.

Dick Gregory will be at Bridgewater State College on November 2, 1988 at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center Ballroom with free S.C.B. and S.E. for Community. This is sponsored by Campus Center Program Committee.

Ensemble Theatre

Ensemble Theatre is offering tickets for Trinity Repetition shows in Providence at the amazingly low price of $2. Tickets are available for The Boy Next Door, Sunday, December 4, at 7 p.m., and 4 Christmas Carol, Saturday December 17, at 2 p.m. and Sunday, December 18, at 7 p.m. Transportation to Providence is not provided.

On November 12, the Ensemble Theatre is sponsoring a one-day trip to New York City. There is a free space left at $33 a seat. For more information, come to the next Ensemble Theatre meeting, on November 15, at 3 p.m., in the Green Room, or call the S.E. office in the basement of the Campus Center at 715-5648 or leave a message for Lyn in the S.E. office in the Communications office for Grease: the $2000 ride or Die or the $4000 bite out of your tuition.

Haunting Reviews

cont. from p. 7

Deirdre Silva, of Sharon, helps round out the cast in Rizzo. Grease provides Silva with the chance to sing two solos, which she finds exciting. Says she, "I've always been afraid to sing in front of people before." Though once shy of singing, she has been on the BSC stage before in Dick Whittington and His Amazing Cat, Lock Up Your Daughters, and will also be in A Comedy of Errors as Adriana. Silva has also designed the publicity poster for Grease. Along with theatre, Silva has won several awards as a member of the Forensics Team. She also says that her acting choices have been greatly influenced by Dr. Suzanne Ramcyzk. "She has given me confidence to do things I never would have the guts to do," Silva claims. Her plans for the future including working with a repertory company and going to graduate school. She would also like to continue her forensic studies.

Now that you have got to know them, come and see them in Grease at the Rondileau Campus Center Auditorium on Friday, Saturday, November 2, 3, or 4 at 8 p.m. If you are interested in acting, each student has their own advice. Poudrier says, "Don't be afraid to make a fool out of yourself." Ward states, "Do as much as you can - audition for everything - and spend your summers doing theatre. Take voice lessons, dance lessons, etc. Become totally committed to it. There are more people out of work than in work." Silva gives similar advice, "Go for it! Jump in with both feet so that you can't back out. Once you're involved, you'll love it."

TAKE A $4000 BITE OUT OF YOUR TUITION

This year, with the new UPS tuition reimbursement program, you can take a big chunk out of your college costs with a part-time package handlers job.

Eligible shifts for our in Norwood facility are:

10:30 pm - 2:30 am (approximately)

4:00 am - 8:00 am (approximately)

UPS Package Handlers make $8-9 an hour to start, and there's no experience necessary! There's lots more juicy benefits too, like steady, part-time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule, full-time benefits for part-time work, chance to advance to a part-time supervisory position before graduation and the opportunity to get paid to shape up.

Start harvesting the UPS fruits today with our $2000 per semester (up to $4000 per year) tuition reimbursement plan. But act fast. You must be hired before our November 17 deadline to be eligible for this semester's reimbursement program.

For more information call us at (617) 762-9911 or contact your student employment office.

United Parcel Service... for Unlimited Potential

Always an Equal Opportunity Employer
Disney World - Spring Break '89 Internships

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED 
Earn big commissions and get 70% of your sales. Call Kelly Martin at 1-800-439-3546. All needed information for potential attendees is available in the CPP Office.

Campus Reps Needed - earn big commissions and get 70% of your sales. Call Kelly Martin, Joanie Harrington, and Irwin Irwin at 1-800-244-4393 or at CPP, 203-967-2270.

100% Paid Tuition - Ask questions - then decide if its for you. Call 843-398-7900.

Government Homes - 87 ( Elijah Oakes) Farmsville, Tn. All needed goods will go to the Mobile Spring Shower in Bloomington. An interested homeowner can drop off items at the Mobile Spring Shower.

We'll help you with the Sale of your Century (or whatever cause you may want to sell).

We are sponsoring a ski swap in the Campus Center Council. The weekend of October 19th and 20th, we will be in the Campus Center. Look for the Ski Swap sign-up.

Earn a living in the Travel Industry - the #1 growing industry. We are sponsoring a ski swap in the Campus Center. More info on how to sign-up is available at the information desk. 

We also are offering a free guide entitled: Guide to Volunteer and Internship Programs. To obtain your free copy, please write to: The Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 425 E. 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017. 

Bears lose halftime lead

By Amanda Combs

The football team falls up 3- 0 and lost by Westfield State 21 to 16. The team was up 16-0 at the half, but Westfield State scored 14 points in the second. Ed Sipper had 41 yard rush, score one touchdown. In overtime, Westfield State scored, then on the next play, they scored another touchdown. In overtime, Westfield State scored a 23rd yard goal by 36 yards when Westfield State gained 18 yards.

There were two interceptions made for the Bears in Chris Perez turned his interception 19 yards and Jeff Leno turned his interception 16 yards when he returned the ball for 136 yards moving 45 yards for BSC making four receptions for 45 yards. This was his second big yards having his three interceptions, giving BSC another 30 yards. Finally making receivers for Westfield State with 45 yards and Tom Flane with 27 yards.

This Saturday’s game is the Annual Carnival Bowl in which the Bears will have their Maritime Athletic at 1:00 N.T.

The one that got away - Kathleen Sullivan used to strach the Bears from theutoff to the Westfield State (short photo by Paul Coulombe)

Field Hockey wins MACCAC
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**Bears lose halftime lead**

By Angela Comacchioli

The Football team came out on top with a 3-0 record after defeating Westfield State 21 to 16. Although the Bears were up 16-0 at the half, Westfield took the lead by converting over BSC by scoring three touchdowns. In overtime, both teams gained 30 yards. Westfield was only 230 yards gained by 22 yards when Westfield gained 186 yards.

There were two interceptions made for the Bears as Chris Purdy returned his interception for yards and Jeff Lane returned his interception for points. The game was a classic showdown between a highly skilled Salem team, who was looking to average a 0.10 to 0.15 lead, and it determined that Westfield was the winning team. Jeff Talbot and two men were named to the Bears in the last seven years.

Westfield was an important win for Westfield's Margaret McGough, after today's game, in the Sullivan standings, holding ninth place. Rob Charters successfully came forward for the Bears as he received a hand off from Danny Eastern Nazarene, and Rhode Island College gained two extra kicks. Patota returned his interception the Bears will gain from two points in New England in the last seven years.

**Field Hockey wins MASCAC**

From page 12

Babe Ruth victory over Westfield was an important win for the MASCAC standings, BSC advances over Westfield State 2-0 in the MASCAC standings. The team has already broken their school record for consecutive wins in the last two years. The Bears lose their halftime lead, but they have the opportunity to score a goal in the last seven years.

**Bears Soccer on the road to victory**

The Comment Thursday, October 27, 1988

Some long-distance services permit you to talk for as many minutes as you want for free. This is just what you get when you choose AT&T Long Distance Service, a toll-free call to your world. AT&T offers you a broad range of services, giving you up to 70% less cost when you use our AT&T World Access service. Some competitive companies promise you unlimited calling at a lower rate. When you call us at 800 222-0300, you'll get what you want. The choice is yours. Choose your long-distance service, and your decision will be a winning one.
Field Hockey clinches MASCAC

Bridgewater clinches the MASCAC title at State title Sat. when they defeated Johnson 4-0.

Bridgewater's victory marks the fourth time they have claimed the title in five years

Bridgewater's clinching of the title comes on the heels of their third consecutive appearance in the NCAA Division II Women's Field Hockey Championship.

The Lady Bears, who began the season as the number one seed in the MASCAC, secured their place in the tournament with a 4-0 victory over Johnson.

The win marks the fourth time in five years that Bridgewater has claimed the MASCAC title, a testament to the program's consistent success.

In a total team effort, Bridgewater's defense was led by senior Kelly Byrne, who contributed two goals to the team's victory. Byrne, along with teammates Andrea Erickson and Amanda Taylor, proved to be a formidable force on the field.

Erickson was instrumental in opening the scoring, converting a penalty shot in the first half. Taylor followed up with a goal on a penalty corner, extending the lead to 2-0. Byrne added to the tally with a second-half goal, ensuring the win for Bridgewater.

With the victory, Bridgewater advances to the NCAA tournament, where they will look to extend their streak of success and continue their journey towards national glory.

The Lady Bears' dedication and teamwork have been key factors in their continued success. Their performance on the field, marked by hard work and determination, has set them apart in the MASCAC.

As Bridgewater heads into the NCAA playoffs, they carry with them the momentum of their MASCAC title win, determined to make a strong showing and bring home the championship trophy.

The Lady Bears' victory solidifies their place as a dominant force in the MASCAC, solidifying their legacy as a team to watch in the region. With each victory, they prove their resilience and commitment to excellence, setting the bar high for their opponents. 

Their journey continues, armed with the confidence of their recent triumphs and the unyielding spirit that has defined their team. As they prepare for the next challenge, the Lady Bears are poised to make their mark once again, proving that they are ready to conquer whatever obstacles lie ahead.